we march

Moderately slow \( \dot{q} = 96 \)

G7

March, we march.

Verse:

G7

this is the same avenue my ancestors fought to liberate how
this is the same sister that you cannot stop calling a bitch it

3. See additional lyrics
come I can't buy a piece of it even if my cred - it is straight. And if
will be the same one that will leave your broke ass in a ditch. If

all the wa ter's dir ty and wan na lay the pipe my dam my, the
u can not find a bet ter rea son 2 call this wom an oth er wise, then

riv er that drink from will it be the same as your mam my?

don't cry, u make the bed in which u lie.

Bridge:

Now's the time 2 find a rhyme that's
got a reason and frees the mind from angry thoughts, the racist kind.
If we all want a change then come on, get in line the next time we march.

Chorus:
We're kickin' down the door the next time we march.

1. All is what we're marching 4.
2. If All is what we're marching 4.

March,
we march.

March,

N.C.
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we march.

3. Now

Coda N.C.

All is what we're marching 4.
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Verse 3: (Rap)
Now we clarify 4ever,
In other words as long as it takes,
That we ain't got no use 4 ice cream without the cake.
And we ain't got no time 4 excuses,
The promised land belongs 2 all.
We can march in peace but u best watch yo back
If another leader falls.
(To Bridge:)